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Memo No. WBSCTVESD/TED/I/2018-19/1477

Dated: 12.07.2018

NOTIFICATION
Pharmacy-2018
Subject: Guidelines to the Candidates
All merit listed valid candidates of Pharmacy Entrance Examination-2018 may take note of the
following information.
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Online Counseling schedule for Pharmacy-2018:
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Activity
Registration & Choice Filling
1st Phase Allotment Result
Admission/Provisional Seat Booking Period
2nd Phase Allotment Result
Last date of admission

Schedule
16.07.2018 to 19.07.2018
20.07.2018
21.07.2018 to 25.07.2018 (excluding Sunday)
26.07.2018
31.07.2018 (excluding Sunday)

Counseling website is www.webscte.co.in. For counseling, merit listed candidates have to register
their names first in the counseling portal.
Merit listed candidates can give any number of choices from the choice list as per his/her
preferences. Order of given choices will be counted as the order of preferences of a candidate at the
time of allotment of seats.
Women's Polytechnic, Chandannagar is meant for female candidates only.
Auto up gradation facility is available in the 1st phase of allotments only.
An allotted candidate can opt either for final allotment or for provisional allotment.
Candidates who will opt for final allotment will have to take print out of the Final Allotment Letter
cum Money Receipt (FALMR) and report to the allotted Institute with two copies of FALMR, all
eligibility documents and Rs.500/- in CASH towards Final Seat Booking Fee (FSBF) within the
specified last date. He/she has to pay admission related fee also.
Candidates who will opt for auto-up-gradation of their allotted seats will have to take print out of
the Provisional Allotment Letter cum Money Receipt (PALMR) and report to any of the 28
Reporting Centres (RCPs) (list available on the website) with two copies of PALMR and
Rs.2,000/- in CASH towards Provisional Seat Booking Fee (PSBF).
Non-payment of PSFB at the Reporting Centre shall disqualify a candidate for the 2nd phase
allotments and his/her candidature will be cancelled. There will be no verification of original
eligibility documents of the candidates at RCs.
Once a new seat is allotted against a provisionally validated seat, the latter will be cancelled
automatically.
Auto up gradation is a one way action i.e. only seats of higher order choices of a candidate are
allotted (if available) against a provisionally booked and validated seat.
Opting for auto up gradation does not ensure a seat of higher order choices as it depends on demand
and supply of vacant seats that are created out of admission drop outs in the 1st phase. Auto-upgradation is completely rank based.
There is no scope of auto up gradation in the 2nd phase of seat allotments.
Candidates, being allotted seats of their 1st choice, shall not get the scope of auto up gradation.
Candidates, being allotted a seat in the 1st phase, can opt for auto up gradation for one time only. In
case of new allotments in 2nd phase, scope of auto-up-gradation will not be there.
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